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Abstract 
Wireless mesh architecture is a first step towards providing high-bandwidth network coverage. This architecture has 
major drawback of losing bandwidth over multiple hops thereby resulting in poor quality of service (QoS) at nodes 
separated by more than two hops. This paper proposes a three step approach to guarantee bandwidth demand at each 
node of the network thereby providing high quality of service even to nodes separated by large distances from each other. 
The authors have presented a novel method for clustering the nodes and load sharing amongst the clusters based on 
graph partitioning approach. This work also presents a system and method of integrating Wireless Mesh Networks 
(WMN) with wired network for further increase in the QoS. 
 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The wireless mesh network (WMN) is an emerging technology to extend the use of wireless 
communication. Mesh architecture sustains signal strength by breaking long distances into a series of shorter 
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hops. Intermediate nodes not only boost the signal, but cooperatively make forwarding decisions based on 
their knowledge of the network. Such architecture provides high network coverage, spectral efficiency, and 
economic advantage. Throughout the paper we use the IEEE 802.11s standard for infrastructure mode WMN. 
Authors have chosen IEEE802.11s as the WMN because major part of this work focuses on providing a wired 
backup to mesh nodes.  
At Layer 2 of WMN the crucial QoS parameter that can be delivered is the bandwidth demand of a node. It 
is a well known fact that wireless networks yield low throughput and poor QoS because they are bandwidth 
starved due to radio spectrum limitations. The authors suggest that if Bandwidth demand at a node can be met 
with; QoS constraints can be satisfied. This work does not differentiate between a IEEE802.11s Mesh Point 
(MP) and Mesh Access Point (MAP) as separate entities as both are sources of bandwidth demand. Therefore 
hereafter both these entities will be called as the node whereas the Mesh Portal Point (MPP) will be called as 
the gateway node. 
In subsequent sections authors use graph model of WMN to present a novel method of QoS provisioning in 
WMN. This work provides a three step approach to satisfy the bandwidth demand of all the nodes in a WMN. 
 
x Step I: The authors first build non overlapping partitions of nodes around the multiple gateways such that 
each partition has one gateway. For this a new algorithm of graph partitioning is presented. 
x Step II: Using the concept of ‘Supergraphs’ authors proceed to share the load amongst the partitions 
dynamically. The load sharing algorithm envisages a platform to ensure that the under loaded partitions 
share the load of their neighboring overloaded partitions under certain mathematically validated 
constraints.  
x Step III: In case the constraints defined for load sharing in step II are not satisfied then the authors provide 
the partitions with a wired network backup. This step defines the set of constraints to be observed while 
transiting a node to the wired network which in this case is the Broadband over Power Line (BPL) 
network. Although the authors’ choice of network is BPL but this work is not limited to BPL and is 
applicable to any wired IP network. For more on BPL-WMN internetworking refer Soma Pande et al.,[1]. 
 
Note : Due to space limitations the authors have kept this paper limited to defining the mathematical 
constraints and the algorithm for partitioning, load sharing and wired network interworking. In their coming 
paper authors have presented a detailed protocol between the gateways, core router and Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server which is to be observed while implementing these algorithms. The 
authors have presented a centralized protocol to implement these algorithms 
2. Motivation and Related Work 
WMN suffer from the limitation of throughput drop and bandwidth loss over multiple hops, Li et al. [2].  
Reducing the distance between nodes in the WMN loses the very purpose of mesh networking which is to 
provide wider coverage area with minimal infrastructure. Robinson et al.[3] and Aoun et al. [4] propose to 
increase throughput by introducing multiple gateways . Placement of multiple gateways throughout the mesh 
does not always result in more throughput as proved by Soma Pandey et al.[5]. In previous literature Xie et 
al.,[6] and Bejerano et al.,[7] have suggested to improve this shortcoming by creating clusters around each 
gateway and then make provisions for load sharing amongst these clusters. Nandiraju et al.,[8] and Bejerano 
et al., [7] have pointed out that by clustering the nodes in to non overlapping clique increases the throughput 
of networks. But partitioning the graphs in itself is an NP hard problem. With every change in load or 
transition of nodes amongst partitions, there is need to re-compute the partitions. This situation gets worse 
when nodes move to another network rather than another partition as the nodes are no longer a part of the 
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same WMN. This is called ‘loss of wireless neighborhood’ problem. Current literature addresses this by 
emphasizing on the spanning tree computation periodically, thereby identifying all the nodes belonging to the 
same network. Partitioning the network every time with a changing load and node scenario is a serious 
problem as the whole network remains non-operational throughout this computation thereby reducing the 
network throughput. In this paper, authors have made a novel attempt to represent the network graph model in 
its adjacency matrix form. The adjacency matrix representation of the graph model of WMN preserves the 
neighborhood of each and every node, irrespective of whether it moves to a neighboring partition or to 
another network. The adjacency matrix representation eliminates the need to recreate partitions, even when 
the WMN is interworked with another network. This method increases the network throughput because it 
creates the partitions only once during the network design phase. Once the partitions are created, they are 
simply mapped onto the adjacency matrix of the graph model of WMN, which is done by our graph 
partitioning algorithm. Thereafter there is no need to continuously partition the network with changing load as 
in Nandiraju et al.,[8] and Bejerano et al., [7] . Contributions of this paper are 
x One time partitioning of WMN. 
x System and method to map partitions of a WMN on to the adjacency matrix of its graph model. 
x System and method to transit nodes amongst these partitions directly using the adjacency matrix. 
x System and method to interwork the WMN with another wired network and mapping the same onto the 
global adjacency matrix. 
x Defining a set of mathematical bounds and constraints for load sharing and node transitions amongst 
partitions. 
x A locally recursive algorithm for node selection and transition to the BPL or any other wired network. 
x Nodes continue to remain part of WMN with their neighborhood preserved in the adjacency matrix, 
irrespective of whether they transit to another partition or to another wired network. 
3. Notations and Assumptions 
Let undirected planar Graph ࣡ ൌ ሺࣰǡ ࣟሻ represent the WMN. Self loops are not permitted.  
ࣰ : Set of verticesआଵǡ आଶǡڮ ǡआ୬ such that ȁࣰȁ ൌ  
ࣟ: Set of edges Ղଵǡ Ղଶǡڮ ǡ Ղ୫ such thatȁࣟȁ ൌ  
k : Total number of gateways 
࣡ଵǡ ࣡ଶǡڮ ǡ ࣡୩ : The k distinct partitions of graph࣡, each with one gateway.  
Pi: node corresponding to the contracted subgraph  ࣡୧ in supergraph of partitioned ࣡ 
ni :   number of vertices in ࣡୧. 
ࣟଵǡ ࣟଶǡڮ ǡ ࣟ୩ : edge set for ith partition׊ ൌ ͳǥ 
ଵࣰǡ ଶࣰǡ ڮ ǡ ୩ࣰ : vertex set for ith partition׊ ൌ ͳǥ 
୧ࣨ  : Neighborhood set of a node आ୧  is the set   of subgraphs such that ׌Ղ୧ǡ୨   between आ୧  and आ୨         
whereinआ୧ א  ୧ࣰǡ आ୨ א ୨ࣰ then subgraph࣡୨ is called the neighbor of nodeआ୧ and ࣡୨ א  ୧ࣨ 
ࣛሺ࣡ሻ : Adjacency matrix corresponding to graph࣡ 
ࣛሺ࣡୧ሻǣ࣡ 
ࣜሺ࣡ሻ : Incidence matrix corresponding to graph࣡ 
ࣜሺ࣡୧ሻǣ࣡ 
    ࣝሺ࣡ሻ : Cycle matrix corresponding to graph࣡ 
ࣝሺ࣡୧ሻǣ࣡ 
Ci: Capacity of ith gateway 
ܳ{ࣛ(࣡௜)} : QoS available at  partition ࣡௜ 
Ri : current bandwidth demand (load) of partition ࣡௜ 
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Ui : Upper working demand limit of QoS for partition ࣡௜ 
Li : Lower working demand limit of QoS for partition ࣡௜ 
Under normal load conditions if demand of node ni is di then total load of partition ࣡୧  with ni  number of 
nodes is 
Ri = σ ௝݀௡೔௝ୀଵ  ׊݅ ൌ ͳǡǥ ǡ ݇ 
Overload of a partition is given by 
݋ݒ݁ݎ݈݋ܽ݀ሺ࣡௜ሻ ൌ ൜Ͳǡ݂݅ܴ௜ ൏ ܥ௜ܴ௜ െ ܥ௜ǡܱݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁ 
4. Step I: Selective partitioning 
Selective Partitioning is called so because a graph is partitioned with certain constraints. The constraint in 
our case is that each partition must have exactly one gateway. This algorithm assumes that initial partitioning 
of WMN is already done. A WMN can be partitioned using any of the graph partitioning procedures available 
in literature (Bradford,[9] and Kerninghan and Lin, [11]). Alternatively researchers can also use the node 
marking and partitioning algorithms presented by authors in Soma Pande et al., [5] and [10]. First we provide 
a small observation on adjacency matrix. 
Observation I 
 ࣛሺ࣡ሻ can be written in block diagonal form as  
ࣛሺ࣡ሻ ൌ  ൦
ሾࣛሺ࣡ଵሻሿ ڮ Ͳ
ڭ ሾࣛሺ࣡ଶሻሿ ڰ ڭ
Ͳ ڮ ሾࣛሺ࣡௞ሻሿ
൪
௡ൈ௡
 
4.1. Algorithm I for selective graph partition 
1. From WMN create ࣡ሺǡ ሻwith one gateway  
2. From ࣡ሺǡ ሻconstruct ࣛ(࣡ሻ. 
3. Now takeሾࣛሺ࣡ሻሿ୬ൈ୬ and identify the 1st gateway of WMN represented by࣡ሺǡ ሻ 
4. Around 1st gateway create partition ሾࣛଵଵሿ୬భൈ୬భ by relabeling / visiting nodes and demand 
augmentation of nodes in ሾࣛሺ࣡ሻሿ  against gateway capacity ࣡ଵ . Refer authors paper [9] for 
complete procedure on node marking and relabeling. 
5. Now identify second gateway in ࣛଶ ൌ ሾࣛሿ െ ቂࣛሺ࣡ଵሻ ͲͲ ڰቃ   now create  ሾࣛଶଶሿ୬మൈ୬మ  . Relabel ࣛ(࣡ሻ 
such that all the nodes adjacent to the second gateway have their corresponding rows and columns 
next to the second gateway row and column thereby creating the second matrix ሾࣛଶଶሿ .  
6. Now get ࣛଷ ൌ ሾࣛଶሿ െ ൥
ڰ Ͳ
ሾࣛଶଶሿ
Ͳ Ͳ
൩ and create ሾࣛଷଷሿ୬యൈ୬య by relabeling / node visiting 
fundamental on ሾࣛଷሿ 
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7. Repeat step 4 to 6 till the last partitionሾࣛ୩ሿ is formed such that σ ୧୩୧ୀଵ ൌ  , this leads to  disjoint 
initial partitions 
8. Hence WMN in the initial partition looks like  ࣛሺ࣡ሻ ൌ
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ۍሾࣛሺ࣡ଵሻሿ ڮ
ڭ ሾࣛሺ࣡ଶሻሿ ڰ ڭ
ڮ ሾࣛሺ࣡୩ሻሿے
ۑ
ۑ
ې
 
obtained by relabeling and node visiting. Thus initial set of disjoint partitions in ࣛ matrix is created 
9. End 
Note: The partitioned adjacency matrix of step 8 has to be created only once 
From Algorithm I we get the WMN partitioned in k partitions each having one gateway. We denote the ith 
partition by subgraph ࣡୧  and its adjacency matrix by ࣛሺ࣡୧ሻǤ  It can be seen that  ୧ࣰ ת ୨ࣰ ൌ ׎׊ǡ  א
ሾͳǥሿ׌ ് . Hence any vertex in ࣡୧can be made as gateway. Each ࣡୧ will have ni number of nodes. All 
these partitioned matrices must satisfy the condition ࣜሺ࣡௜ሻ ൈ ሾࣝሺ࣡௜ሻሿ் ൌ ࣝ௜ ൈ  ሾࣜሺ࣡௜ሻሿ்  ൌ Ͳሺ݉݋݀ʹሻ 
where superscript T denotes the transposed matrix (Soma Pandey et al.,[12] and Narsingh Deo [13]). 
5. Step II : QoS provisioning by load sharing 
 
Before moving to the load sharing algorithm we define a few terms and formulate some theorems. 
Definition I : A ‘Cut set’ ࣟ௜௝ is set of all the edges between two partitioned subgraphs࣡௜and࣡௝of࣡ such that 
for each edge both its incident verticesbelong to two different partitions ࣡௜ and ࣡௝ 
Definition II: A ‘Supergraph’ ࣡ଶ  of ࣡  is the graph obtained such that each vertex ௜ܲof ࣡ଶrepresents the 
partition subgraph ࣡௜and each edge Ղ௜ is the edge belonging to the cut set ࣟ௜௝. Fig1 
 
Fig 1a: A Graph G with its 4 partitions.  Fig 1b : Supergraph࣡ଶof࣡. 
We present following set of properties of the Supergraphs 
Property I: Since a WMN with k gateways will have k partitions therefore number of vertices in ࣡ଶwill be k.  
Property II:࣡ଶ will be a multigraph because there can be many edges for each pair of partition cut set. 
Property III:࣡ଶ can also be a complete graph of k vertices i.e. ܭ௞ graph. Consequently the following proof is 
needed. 
Lemma 1: If࣡ଶ is a super graph of ࣡and if ࣡ is planar ࣡ଶ will also be planar 
 ׷By contradiction let us assume that࣡ଶ  is non planar. Then ࣡ଶ   will have intersecting edges. Now 
since࣡ is contracted in to࣡ଶ. This implies that࣡also has intersecting edges. Hence ࣡ is not planar. Thus by 
contradiction since ࣡ሺǡ ሻis a planar therefore ࣡ଶ ؆ ࣡ሺǡ ሻis also planar. 
The implication of the above lemma is for the reinforcement of fact that any node transition from one partition 
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to another does not contradict the planar structure of the graph. The transition of nodes can happen from one 
partition to another if the two partitions are in neighbourhood. Partition/node at one hop distance are called 
neighbours. 
In ࣛ we retain only the partitions on the diagonal and replace remaining elements by 0. This matrix we call 
asࣛᇱ. Then, 
ࣛ′ሺ࣡ሻ ൌ  ൦
ሾࣛሺ࣡ଵሻሿ ڮ Ͳ
ڭ ሾࣛሺ࣡ଶሻሿ ڰ ڭ
Ͳ ڮ ሾࣛሺ࣡௞ሻሿ
൪ 
 
Here ni is number of vertices in partition sub graph ࣡୧. Let, ࣛ′′ሺ࣡ሻ ൌ ࣛሺ࣡ሻ െ ࣛ′ሺ࣡ሻǤThen 
 
 
Proposition 2: ௜࣪has ‘ݍ’ paths to ௝࣪iff there are ݍ  number of non zero entries in  ሾࣛሿ௡೔ൈ௡ೕ  
Proof: Number of non zero entries in ሾࣛሿ௡೔ൈ௡ೕ are the edge cut set of ௜࣪ , and ௝࣪ .Now without loss in 
generality, ௜࣪can be termed as node, ׊݅ ൌ  ሺͳǥ ݇ሻ and if ௜࣪is in neighbourhood of ௝࣪then it can be joined by 
edges from their edge cut set.  
Proposition 2 also implies that multigraph G2 has q edges between its nodes ௜࣪ , and ௝࣪  
Let ܳ{ࣛ(࣡௜)} be the quality of service limits (in terms of bandwidth demand) of partition࣡௜. Let ௜ܷ be the 
upper bound of QoS limit. Let ܮ௜   be the lower limit of QoS ofࣛ(࣡௜). This means if ࣛ(࣡௜) is operating 
at ௜ܷlimit then node need to be transited toࣛ(࣡௝) operating at  ܮ௝ limits. In the next proposition we define the 
load balancing operation on  ࣡ଶ graph. 
Proposition 3: For any partition ௜࣪if the cumulative QOS requirements are not met then following operations 
can be performed 
1. Transit the node to the neighboring partition. 
2. Create a partition in the sub partition 
Proof: Consider the k partitions as created earlier. These partitions operating under normal load must satisfy 
the following condition 
ڿܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻۀ௡೔ ൒ ܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻሻȁ௡೔ ൒ ہܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻۂ    ׊݅ ൌ  ሺͳǥ ݇ሻ   
This is same as ௜ܷ ൒ ܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻሻȁ௡೔ ൒ ܮ௜  
To satisfy QoS if a node is shifted to powerline then it is same as further partitioning of partitionࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ. Let 
us assume that ࣛሺ࣡ሻ௜௝  is the jth partition of࣡௜ . Likewise, if there are ߱  sub partitions ofࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ then the 
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following condition holds good 
ሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻሻ ൌ ෍ܳ ቀࣛ൫࣡௜௝൯ቁ
ఠ
௝ୀଵ
 
where 
෍݊௜
௞
௜ୀଵ
ൌ ݊ ൌ ݐ݋ݐ݈ܽ݊ݑܾ݉݁ݎ݋݂݊݋݀݁ݏ 
Now if ܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻሻȁ௡೔ ൒ ڿܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻۀ௡೔  then following can be carried out 
1. Transiting q nodes of partition i to neighboring partition such that following condition holds good 
ܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻȁ௡೔ି௤ ൑ ڿܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻሻۀ௡೔ 
2. Create a partition in ࣡௜on ݊௜nodes such that     ڿܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜ሻሻۀ௡೔ ൒ ܳ൫ࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ൯ȁ௡೔ି௣ And    ඃܳሺࣛሺ࣡௜௣ሻඇ ൐
ܳ൫ࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ൯ȁ௣ (Example: This means p nodes in ݊௜ partition are put on to power line.) 
Each node now can be represented in ࣡ଶ graph with ݇ nodes as ଵ࣪ǡ ǥ ǡ ௞࣪  and corresponding ࣛ  matrix as 
ࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ and dynamic load as ܳ൫ࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ൯ where ݅ ൌ ͳڮ ݇. This means thatܳ൫ࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ൯ ൌ ܳሺ ௜࣪). Now each ௜࣪  
can either be underloaded or overloaded (if the geometric bound is crossed) as mentioned before. So 
௜࣪belongs to either ௜ܷ or ܮ௜ . 
Theorem 1: Consider Graph ࣡ଶ ({ܷ,ܮ}, e), where ܷ is set of vertices operating at overloaded condition and ܮ 
is set of vertices operating at under load  condition from ଵ࣪ǡ ǥ ǡ ௞࣪  nodes; then with ݇ partition , load can be 
balanced by approach of node transition iff a bipartite graph with ܷ and ܮ exist for ࣡ଶ. 
Proof: If overloaded nodes (partitions) can transit nodes inside the partition such that the under loaded 
partition will have more to accommodate as compared to the loaded partition hence such condition becomes 
the necessary condition. The proof of sufficiency follows from the contradiction. Consider that ࣡ଶ ({ܷ,ܮ}, ݁) 
is not bipartite then it means that one of the overloaded partition nodes ௜࣪  is in neighborhood of another 
overloaded partition ௝࣪ . Thus transition of nodes from one overloaded partition (node) to the other overloaded 
partition can be expected. Such transition will trigger a chain of node transitions creating an infinite cycle. 
Hence bipartite graph/sub graph is necessary and sufficient condition for ऑ૛graph. (Q.E.D) 
Next we present the node transition constraints to be followed for moving the nodes from one partition to 
another. There are three major constraints which must be followed to enable movement of a node from one 
partition ࣡௜ to another neighboring partition ࣡௝ 
1. ܴ௜ ൒ ௜ܷ  
2. ௝ܴ ൑ ܮ௝ 
3. ࣡ଶ ({ܷ,ܮ}, ݁) must be bipartite between U and L as shown in figure 3 
Observation II: A node p transiting from one partition i  to another partition j needs only relabeling within 
the global adjacency matrix ࣛ such that row and column corresponding to node p in ࣛ moves from ࣛሺ࣡௜ሻto 
ࣛሺ࣡௝ሻ. Since this transition is only affecting the active/passive table entries of partitions i and j the whole 
network need not be defunct, only partitions i and j can stop their operations. There is also no need to re-
compute the partitions as in earlier cases. 
6. Step III: Mathematical constraints for node transition to powerline 
In this step the authors have proved that introducing powerline to a node within the WMN is analogous to 
the partitioning procedure performed recursively. The introduction of powerline to any node within the WMN 
is defined as two part process. First the authors define constraints on identifying the node which can be moved 
to powerline. Second part explains how the node remains connected to the WMN and preserves its integrity 
even when it is on another wired network. This will ensure that without computing the spanning tree, 
neighborhood of the node can be preserved over the WMN, in spite of its association to a wired network 
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which in this case is BPL. 
6.1. Part I: Which node to be moved to wired network (BPL Constraints)? 
Constraint I: Node must be chosen from a partition ࣡୧ such that ୧ ൒ ୧ (࣡୧ is overloaded) 
Constraint II: Moving a vertex to powerline/wired network means deletion of all edges incident on it. 
After deletion of all such edges the following condition must hold true 
׊ǡ  ൌ ͳƬ݅ ് ݆ǡ ࣟ୧୨ ് ׎ 
If moving a node to power line and deleting its incident edges results in a null cut set then the operation 
cannot be performed because this results in creation of disconnected components within the super graph࣡ଶ. A 
disconnected supergraph implies a disintegrated WMN. 
6.2. Part II: How will this node move to the wired network while preserving the WMN integrity? 
We need to create a framework to accommodate Powerline (any other wired network). It can be seen in the 
above formulation that the same exercise can be carried out for each partition. Hence the implication for the 
internetwork is presented below.  
Proposition 5 : A partitioned matrix of form  
 
Can be partitioned recursively to the following form 
 
Without loss of generality and integrity of the original adjacency matrix of graph ࣡  
Proof:  
We get partitioned ࣛᇱሺ࣡ሻ in following form 
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Now consider that even after partitioning, as per Algorithm I and proposition 2, QoS in ࣛሺ࣡ଵሻ is not 
achieved, then without any structural changes matrix of figure 2 is derived 
 
Fig 2: Matrix after moving q nodes of partition 1 to powerline 
Which means within ࣛሺ࣡ଵሻ   further partition is created such that q nodes of  ࣡ଵ are shifted to powerline 
such that p + q = n1.Here the authors have emphasized the fact that moving selected nodes from WMN to 
wired network is as simple as creating sub partition within a partition which is overloaded. This can be 
performed recursively taking into consideration only the overloaded partition in question. More precisely 
moving ߱ nodes of partition ࣡௜to powerline is similar to creating ߱partitions within ࣡௜such that  
ܳ൫ࣛሺ࣡௜ሻ൯ ൌ෍ܳቀࣛ൫࣡௜௝൯ቁ
ఠ
௝ୀଵ

Where ni is the total no of nodes within the overloaded partition࣡௜. This method compliments the drawbacks 
listed by the authors for methods given by Bejerano et al.,[7], Nandiraju et al.,[8], Xie et al.,[6]. As can be 
seen here an overloaded partition can very simply move selected nodes to powerline without having to 
compute the global adjacency list and global spanning tree. This approach provides locally recursive 
partitioning method where in, computations are limited to only ni vertices (number of vertices in i partition) 
as against total number of n vertices in normal methods.  
7. Final Algorithm II 
 Before stating the Algorithm the authors define node ‘heavy’ if its demand is highest within a partition. On 
the contrary a node is ‘light’ if its bandwidth demand is least within the partition. Likewise a partition is 
heavy or light if its bandwidth demand is greater than Ui or less then Li respectively. This definition can be 
generalized throughout ࣡ 
7.1. Algorithm II 
1. Partition WMN using Adjacency matrix and Algorithm I 
2. Transit heavy nodes to lighter partitions as per constraints defined in step II of section 5 and maintain 
the mesh balance.  
3. Repeat step 2 until node transition constraint not satisfied. 
4. From a overloaded Partition select a node which is heaviest and  satisfies the BPL constraints 
defined in of section 6.1 
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5. Move this node to BPL and check the overload constraint of proposition 4. 
6. Repeat steps 4 to 6 till the partition under consideration does not remain overloaded. 
7. Go to Step 2 
7.2. Time Complexity 
Since partitioning and mapping the partitions on to the ࣛ matrix is a onetime operation performed only 
initially, we only consider the active time complexity of the whole procedure. Once the WMN has its 
partitioned ࣛ matrix in place, the only operation taking place is relabeling which occurs every time there is a 
node transition from one partition to another. Time complexity for relabeling operation is only O(n)! 
Therefore this research has reduced the partitioning and load balancing procedure time complexity from NP 
hard to a simple polynomial time complexity. The main reason behind this reduction of time complexity is the 
requirement of the NP hard partitioning procedure to take place only once. Thereafter the whole procedure is 
based only on relabeling. 
8. Results and Comparison 
Under the considerations mentioned in table 1, we carry out simulation to formulate the average packet 
delivery ratio. The performance of our method is evaluated using two simulation parameter. We compare the 
solution with 
1. Nearest Gateway (NGW) 
2. Minimum Load Index (MLI) 
3. Our method with multiple gateways 
NGW solution is the current method used in the multihop multi gateway models where nodes attach to 
their nearest gateways calculated by shortest path. MLI builds upon the NGW solution, improving it Huang et 
al.,[14]. Our method with multiple gateways differs from the above two in terms of well defined clustering/ 
partitioning. Hence each gateway has table which is well defined in size due to the partitions created around 
them.  
We assume that Core router has significantly large bandwidth in comparison with the gateway bandwidth. 
Instead of nodes polling for the gateways and calculating the shortest paths to each gateway, here the gateway 
scheduling is centralized from core router. This minimizes the backend traffic because of the elimination of 
computation of shortest path to all gateways at each packet delivery and reduction of route request packets to 
all gateways (protocol to be presented in forthcoming paper by the authors). 
Table 1 : Simulation Parameters 
 
 
Parameter Value 
Number of gateways Varied from 1 to 5 
Number of mesh routers Varying from 10 to 50 
Maximum number of mesh clients 250 to 300 
Mean Packet Arrival Rate 0.01s 
Mean hop delay 0.01s 
Retry Threshold 0.01s 
Flow Rate (CBR/UDP) Flow half rate 
67.2 kbps 
Lognormal distribution, Ɋ ൌ ሺ͸͹ሻ ǡ ɐ ൌ ͲǤͶ 
Simulation consideration   one flow rate with all MRs 
Packet Size 512 bytes 
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Figure 3 depicts the average delay and packet delivery ratio in WMN with increasing number of gateways 
keeping number of mesh routers fixed to 50. Figure 4 presents the average delay and packet delivery ratio 
when number of gateways is kept fixed to 5 and number of mesh routers is varied from 10 to 50. Our method 
is presented by red color whereas green color represents the NGW technique and blue color is the MLI 
technique 
 
                           
Fig 3. Average delay and packet delivery ratio with increase in number of gateways from 1 to 5 and number of mesh routers fixed to 50 
 
 
Fig 4. Average delay and packet delivery ration in WMN with increasing no. of mesh routers and fixed number of 5 gateways 
Multiple gateways without clustering result in managing bigger tables at gateways hence backend traffic 
becomes significantly higher across the WMN. In contrast in our method backend traffic is restricted within 
the gateway span/partition/cluster. 
Table entry in gateway is significantly small and all other global entries of the mesh moves in to the 
passive table of each gateway. It can be seen in our method that neighborhood is managed using ‘ࣛ’ matrix 
hence search direction is restricted and scoped by the partition/cluster range. Similarly partition neighborhood 
is also set in supergraph. Because of these salient issues the results outperforms other methods 
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9. Conclusions 
The authors have provided a very simple load sharing and node transition method to achieve QoS in 
WMN. This method fares better than all the previous methods due to the following factors 
1. It reduces computation from global graph topology to very small local partitions. 
2. Nodes moving to powerline are managed within local partitions thereby eliminating any chances of lost 
nodes. 
3. At any point of time, nodes can be recalled back to WMN and the original topology of WMN can be 
restored, thereby ensuring the integrity of WMN. 
4. It establishes a mechanism which changes the perspective of an NP hard partitioning and load sharing 
problem to that of a Polynomial time complexity one. 
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